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Abstract 
Kulesza, J., Spaces which do not embed in topological groups of the same dimension, Topology 
and its Applications 50 (1993) 139-145. 
Easy examples are given, for all n > 0, of n-dimensional compact metric spaces which do not 
embed in n-dimensional topological groups, completing the answer to a question of Bel’nov. It 
is shown that the complete bipartite graph K,,, does not embed in a l-dimensional topological 
group, and that J(w,), the hedgehog with w, spines, embeds in no finite dimensional topological 
group. These examples answer several questions of Kimura and Shakhmatov regarding dimension 
and topological groups. 
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In [ 11, Bel’nov showed that if X is a Tychonov space, then there is a homogeneous 
Tychonov space Y in which X embeds and which satisfies dim Y G dim X. Later, 
he asked if the homogeneous space Y could be replaced by a topological group 
(see [5] for a reference). Shakhmatov showed, in [5], that the n-dimensional sphere 
S” embeds in no n-dimensional topological group if n + 0, 1, 3, or 7, giving a 
negative answer to Bel’nov’s question in those dimensions (using any of the functions 
ind, Ind, or dim). He also showed that for dimension zero the answer is “yes”. 
More recently, Kimura [3] showed the figure eight embeds in no one-dimensional 
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group, settling the question in the negative for dimension one. Thus the question 
in dimensions three and seven was left open. We give, for each n > 0, a fairly simple 
compact, n-dimensional metric space X,, which embeds in no topological group G 
where min{ind G, Ind G, dim G} < n + 1. This completes the settling of Bel’nov’s 
question for all dimensions. While our examples are not quite as nice as the spheres 
used by Shakhmatov, our argument is of a more elementary nature and is more 
self-contained than his. 
Kimura asked [3, Question 4.51, if the complete bipartite graph K,,3 embeds in 
a one-dimensional topological group. We show that it does not. This generalizes 
his result (since K,,, embeds in a figure eight), and, as he points out, shows that if 
a graph embeds in a one-dimensional group, its components are arcs and circles. 
Shakhmatov has asked if each space X with dim X = n can be embedded in a 
group G with dim Gs 2n + 1, or at least with dim G finite ([5, Question 6.81, see 
also [6, Question 5.11). Kimura asked [3, Question 4.31 if something stronger than 
this held if X was additionally assumed to be a metric space. We show that J(w,), 
the hedgehog with o, spines, embeds in no finite dimensional topological group, 
giving a negative answer to both of these questions since it is a metric space satisfying 
dim J(w,) = 1. The free union of J(w,) and I” also gives a negative answer to 
Bel’nov’s question, but it is not a compact metric space as the X,, are. 
1. Preliminaries 
For a group G, e will denote the identity, * will denote the group operation, and, 
if u E G, then u-’ will denote the group inverse of (+. For As G, A-’ will denote 
{a-‘: (T E A}. 
All spaces are assumed to be Tychonov. If X is a topological space, and {(Ai, Bi): 
i < n} is a collection of pairs of closed sets in X such that Ai n B, =& then 
{(Ai, Bi): i < n} is said to be an essential family for X with n elements if whenever, 
for each i, Si is a closed partition of X between A, and Bi, it follows that n S, # 0. 
If a metric space X has an essential family with n elements, then dim X 2 n. By I 
wemean[-l,l];ifxEIn,thenx=(x,,x ,,..., x,_,). The standard essentialfamily 
for I” with n elements is obtained by letting Ai = {x E I”: xi = 1) and letting Bi = 
{x E I”: Xi = -1); n will be obvious from the context. By Bd(1”) we mean lJ {Ai u Bi : 
i < n}. For more information about dimension theory, the reader is referred to [2]. 
If f: X + Y is a function, M c_ X, and NE Y, then f’(M) = {f(x): x E M}, and 
f’(N) = {x E x: f(x) E N}. 
If K is a (possibly finite) cardinal, the hedgehog with K spines, denoted J(K), is 
the metric space obtained by taking K pairwise disjoint copies of [0, l] and identifying 
all of the O’s, endowed with the following metric. If x and y are in the same copy 
of [0, 11, then d(x, y) = Ix-y(; otherwise d(x, y) = Ixl+lyl. It is easy to see that 
dim J(K) = 1. We will say J(3) instead of K,,S in the rest of the paper; this is justified 
since they are homeomorphic. 
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We will use the following three rather general lemmas. Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are 
easy; they are used to prove Lemma 1.3. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose {(A,, B,): i < n} is an essential family for the compact space X, 
and f: X + Y is a continuous function such that, for all i < n, f+(Ai) n f ‘(B;) = 0. 
Then {(f ‘(Ai), f ‘(B,)): i < n} is an essential family for Y. 
Lemma 1.2. If min{ind X, Ind X, dim X}< n, and C is a compact subset of X, then 
dim C s n. 
Lemma 1.3. Let X be a topological space and let f: I” + X be a map which satisjies 
(i) there is an open n - 1 ball 0 in Bd(I”) on which f is a homeomorphism and (ii) 
f’(Bd(I”)\O)nf’(O) =p). Then min{ind X, Ind X, dim X)2 n. 
Proof. By taking a subset, if necessary, we may assume that 0 is a topological n - 1 
ball whose closure is a closed n - 1 ball, Bd(I”)\O is a closed n - 1 ball, and such 
that f is a homeomorphism on the closure of 0. Thus, we are able to choose a 
homeomorphism h : I” + I” such that h’(A,) = Bd(I”)\O. Nowfo h : I” + X satisfies 
f 0 h’(Ai) n f 0 h’( Bi) = 0. This is obvious for i 2 1, since in this case f is a homeo- 
morphism on h’(Ai) u h’( Bi) c Cl( 0). For i = 0, h’( B,) s 0, while h’(A,) = 
Bd(I”)\O, and thus by hypothesis f 0 h’(A,) n f 0 h’( Bi) = 0. By Lemma 1.1, we have 
{(foh’(A;), f 0 h’( Bi)): i < n} is an essential family for the compact set f ‘(I”). 
Thus, by Lemma 1.2, we have min{ind X, Ind X, dim X}S n. 0 
2. Compact metric spaces not embedding in groups of the same dimension 
Let T, denote the following subset of I”+‘. T, = H,, u N,, where H,, = {x E I”+‘: 
x, = -l}, and N,, = {x E I”+‘: for all i < n, xi = O}. Then T,, is the “tack”, H,, is the 
“head” of the tack and N,, is the “nail”. The example X, is obtained by taking two 
disjoint copies of T,, and identifying the corresponding points on the N,,. We will 
say that X,, = HE u Hi u N,,, where the meaning is obvious; these three sets intersect 
in a single point p. That X, will not embed in an n-dimensional group will follow 
easily from the following theorem, whose proof essentially says that if T,, is embedded 
in an n-dimensional group in a certain way, then the inverse set for the “nail” is 
largely contained in the “head”. 
Theorem 2.1. If a topological group G contains X,, as a subspace, then min{ind G, 
Ind G, dim G} > n. 
Theorem 2.1 will follow from: 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a topological group satisfying min{ind G, Ind G, dim G} < n. 
Suppose G contains a subset Z homeomorphic to T,,, and that h : T, + Z is a homeo- 
morphism with h(p) = e, where p = (0, 0, . . . , 0, -1). There is a subinterval J of N,, 
which contains p, such that (h’(J))-’ G h’( H,,). 
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To see that Lemma 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1, suppose f: X,, + G is an embedding 
into such a group; we may assume that the group identity e is f(p). Lemma 2.2 
then says that the inverses of all points in f+(Nn) contained in a small enough 
neighborhood of e must be both in f+(Ht) and inf’(Z-Z!,). This is impossible since 
f+(HOn) nf’(ZZ?rt) = {cl. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let G, 2, and h be as in the statement of the lemma. Let 
(Y:Z”+G be defined by (Y((x~,x ,,... x,-,))=h((xo,x ,,..., -1)) and let P:Z+G 
be defined by p(x) = h((0, 0, . . . , 0, x)). The function F : I”+’ + G defined by 
F((x,, x1,. . . , x,-,,x,))=a((xo,xr,..., x,-r)) *p(x,) is a continuous extension of 
h. 
Let C,, = Bd( I”) x (-1). Choose a neighborhood U of e in G such that U n 
(F’(C,,)))’ =0, and choose J ={O}” x [-l,j] c ZV,, so that F’(J) s U. We claim that 
J satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Fix k such that - 1 < k s j. Let K denote 
the interval [-1, k]. Then I” x K is homeomorphic to I”+‘, and Bd(Z” x K) = D-, u 
D,, u D,, where: 
D-, = I” x {-l}, 
D,,= Bd(Z”) x K, 
D, = I” x {k}. 
If P(k)-‘& a’(Z”), then e& FJD,. Also FID_, is a homeomorphism, since it agrees 
with (Y on D_, , and e & F’( D,), since no element of F’(J) is in F’( (C,,)))‘. Thus 
there is a neighborhood V of e such that V n F’( D, u 0,) = 0, and Lemma 1.3 can 
be applied (choosing 0 to be an open n ball in D_, such that F( 0) E V, and using 
F in place off), giving min{ind G, Ind G, dim G}> n, contradicting the assumption 
that the dimension of G is less than or equal to n. 0 
3. Kimura’s question 
Kimura asked [3] if J(3) embeds in a one-dimensional topological group. We show 
how Lemma 2.2 gives a negative answer to Kimura’s question. 
Theorem 3.1. J(3) does not embed in a topological group G which satis-es min{ind G, 
Ind G, dim G} s 1. 
Proof. First observe that T, is homeomorphic to J(3), and T, = R,u R, u R2, where 
R,=[-l,O]x{-1}, R,=[O, 11x{-1) and R2={O}x[-1, 11. If one imagines T, 
embedded in a one-dimensional group, with e = (0, -l), then Lemma 2.2 says there 
is a k satisfying -1~ k < 1, such that setting R; = (0) x [ -1, k], we have (R;)-’ E R0 u 
RI. It follows that either (R;)-’ E R, or (R;)-‘s R,. Without loss of generality, 
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assume (Ri))‘c R,. Then let Ri = (R;)-‘. Now Ti = R,u R’, u R; is clearly homeo- 
morphic to T, , and we can choose a homeomorphism h : T{ + T, such that h’( R,) = 
R;, Lemma 2.2 can be reapplied, giving elements of R,, other than e with inverses 
in R; u R;. This is impossible. 0 
4. A one-dimensional space which embeds in no finite dimensional group 
The goal of this section is: 
Theorem 4.1. If G is a topological group containing J(w,), then ind G = Ind G = 
dim G=KJ, while ind J(w,) = Ind J(wl) = dim J(w,) = 1. Thus J(w,) is a one- 
dimensional metric space which embeds in no jinite dimensional group. 
Theorem 4.1 will follow easily from Lemma 4.2 below. The author would like to 
thank the referee for pointing out a modification of Lemma 4.2 which allows J(o,) 
to be used instead of J(c+) as in the original version of the paper. Due to this 
modification, we have the following remark. 
Remark. Since every n-dimensional space with a countable base embeds in RZnf’, 
J(w,) has the smallest possible weight of a counterexample to the questions of 
Shakhmatov mentioned in the introduction. 
The next corollary answers the second part of the questions [5, Question 6.81 and 
[6, Question 5.11, whether every finite dimensional compact space is a subspace of 
a finite dimensional topological group. 
Corollary. There is a compact space X of weight w1 such that ind X = Ind X = 
dim X = 1, but if G is a topological group containing X, then ind G = Ind G = dim G = 
co. 
Proof. We need to embed J(wl) in a compact space X of weight w, such that 
Ind X = 1. By compactness of X, and the fact that J(w,) s X, we have 1 s dim X s 
ind X s Ind X = 1. The space X can be constructed directly, or Pasynkov’s theorem 
[4] can be used to show its existence. By Theorem 4.1, X is as desired. 0 
We introduce notation to aid in the proof of Lemma 4.2 below. 
Let S denote the set of spines of J(w,). For sO, s,, . . . , s, s S, let (so, s,, . . . , s,) 
denote the smallest subgroup of G containing sO u s, u . . . u s,. Note that the group 
(SO, Sl, f * . , s,) has a countable network since sO u s, u. . . u s, G J(w,) has a count- 
able base. 
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We will say ({so, sr, . . . , s,}, F, {(AI, Bi): i s n}) is an essential mapping situation 
for In+’ into (so, s,, . . . , s,) provided that 
(i) F:Z”fl+(~O,~l,... , s,) is a continuous function, 
(ii) {(AI, III): is n} is an essential family for I”+’ satisfying, for all i 6 n, Ai E Ai 
and Bis BI, 
(iii) for all is n, F’(F’(A:)) = Ai, and F’(F’(Bi)) = B:. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ({so, s, , . . . , s,_,}, F,,, {(A,,;, B,,i): i < n}) is an essential map 
ping situation for I” into (so, s, , . . . , s,_,). Then there is an s, E S such that there is 
an essential mapping situation for I”+’ into (s,, s,, . . . , s,-, , s,). 
Proof. First we claim that there is s, E S such that s, n (so, s,, . . . , s,_,) = {e}. Let 
S*={sES: sn(sO,s ,,..., s,_,)#{e}}, and for every SE S” choose x,~E.s~ 
(so,s1,..*, s,_,)\(e). Then X = {x, : s E S*} is a discrete subset of J(w,), and since 
(SO, Sl, . . . , s,-,) has a countable network, 1x1 s w, and so (S*l< w. Thus, since 
ISI = w1, we can choose s, E S\S*, and s, n(s,, s,, . . . , s,_,)= {e}. 
Now let g : Z + s, be a homeomorphism such that g(-1) = e, and let G,,, : I”+’ + 
(%,Sl,... , s,) be defined by G,,+,(xO, . . . ,x,_,, x,) = F,(x,,, . . . , x,_,)*g(x,).There 
is &>O such that, for all i < n, G;;+,(A,ix[-l,-l+&I)n Cf+l(B,,ix 
[-1,-l+&])=@ 
Now letf:Z+[-1,--l+&] be a homeomorphism fixing -1, and let h:Z+s, be 
goj Define F,+l:Z”tl+G by F,+,(x”,.. .,x_,,x,)= F,(x”,.. .,x,_,)*h(x,). 
For i < n, let 
A n+i,, = F:+,(F;+,(A,, x L-1, 11)) 
and 
B n+l,i = Fz+l(Fz+:,,(B,,i X [-l,ll))~ 
Also, 
A n+,,n = F:+,(F;+,(Z” x 111)) 
and 
B n+,,n = Z” x(-11. 
By our choice of s,, Fz+l(Fz+l(Bn+l,n)) = B,+,,,. Also rr,, (An+L,n) is compact 
and does not contain -1, so A,,,,, n B,+,,, =O. Clearly A,, s A,+,,, and B, c B,,,,,. 
Then ({so. ~1,. . . , ~~-1, s,), F,+, , {(An+l,iv Bn+l,i ): is n}) is an essential mapping 
situation for I”+’ into (so, s, , . . . , s,). 0 
From Lemma 4.2, any topological group containing J(w,) contains compact metric 
spaces of arbitrarily high dimension. From Lemma 1.2, it follows that ind G = 
Ind G = dim G = 00, and so Theorem 4.1 follows. 
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